Payment Expectations
in the

Gig Economy

It is predicted that the majority of the US workforce will be
freelancers by 2027. So, who are the key demographics
driving this huge growth and what do businesses need to be
mindful of when it comes to their payment’s expectations?
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Getting paid remains a sore spot
with gig workers:
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wished to receive digital paychecks
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were compensated via
PayPal in Q4 2018 and
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say clients don’t pay them on time
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say dealing with payment processing fees
such as charged by credit cards is a problem
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*Poll reflects very/extreme satisfaction percentages of their gig payments.

Futureproofing for success and maximizing
FX revenue with payments technology
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Seamless Payment
Experience

Pay your workers
how they want to
get paid

Local expertise

Finding the right payment
partner to control gig
worker’s customer
experience is a must. A
seamless payment
experience for your workers
will attract superior freelance
talent to your business,
increasing work quality and
boosting profits.

Checks, virtual cards and
bank transfers in multiple
currencies, using a
payment technology
platform that makes it
easier for your gig workers
to collect payments in
different countries will
only benefit you.

Payment solutions that
offer competitive or
cheaper rates is a no
brainer but what makes
good business sense is
working with a payment
partner that can also
address the challenges of
meeting local payment
dynamics, regulations and
compliance.
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